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Abstract
Natural adult aging is associated with many functional impairments of the human neuromuscular system. One of the more observable al-
terations is the loss of contractile muscle mass, termed sarcopenia. The loss of muscle mass occurs primarily due to a progressive loss of viable
motor units, and accompanying atrophy of remaining muscle fibers. Not only does the loss of muscle mass contribute to impaired function in old
age, but alterations in fiber type and myosin heavy chain isoform expression also contribute to weaker, slower, and less powerful contracting
muscles. This review will focus on motor unit loss associated with natural adult aging, age-related fatigability, and the age-related differences in
strength across contractile muscle actions.
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1. Introduction

Skeletal muscle is a remarkable, highly organized tissue
which regulates metabolic processes, is important in thermo-
regulation and serving ultimately as a “molecular motor”.
Muscles produce tension, and through tendons move bones to
produce meaningful movement and locomotion. With natural
human adult aging, there is a loss of muscle mass and alter-
ations to the structural components of the neuromuscular
system resulting in impaired contractile function and perfor-
mance of the entire system. This brief review outlines age-
related alterations to the structure and function of the human
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neuromuscular system, with a particular emphasis on age-
related fatigability and dynamic muscle actions. The mecha-
nisms and aetiology of sarcopenia are beyond the scope of this
review, but there are excellent reviews on the topic.1e6
2. Aging and motor unit loss

Arguably, one of the more recognizable structural changes
to the neuromuscular system associated with adult aging is the
loss of contractile muscle mass. On average 10%e20% of
skeletal muscle mass is lost by the 7th decade of life, and
a further w20% reduction occurs within the 8th decade; this
decline may be accelerated into very old age unless in-
terventions as described below occur.7 The loss of muscle
mass occurs primarily through the loss of motor units
(MUs)8e10 and atrophy of surviving muscle fibers.10 The MU
is the basic functional contractile unit of the neuromuscular
system consisting of an a-motoneuron (MN) housed in the
spinal cord, a motor nerve and all the individual muscle fibers
innervated by that nerve. MUs are consistently undergoing
Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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Fig. 1. Formula used in calculating a motor unit number estimate (MUNE).

The compound muscle action potential (CMAP, sum of electrical contribution

of all motor units) is divided by the average surface detected motor unit po-

tential (S-MUP, sample of motor unit potentials representing the average

electrical size of the constituent units) to derive a MUNE. Panel A is a rep-

resentative CMAP and Panel B is a representative S-MUP.
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remodelling throughout the lifespan, and it is not until the
process of denervation outpaces re-innervation in old age that
a loss of MU integrity and the ensuing death of MUs occurs.11

The loss of MUs is suggested to occur in a “die-back” fash-
ion11 with the loss of MU integrity, preceding its death,
occurring at the site of the neuromuscular junction.5 The early
loss of MUs in old age often goes undetected from a functional
perspective due to successful remodelling (collateral re-
innervation) with relative maintenance of muscle mass and
strength.12,13 This process5,11 helps to maintain muscle mass
such that, following the death of an MN in the spinal cord, or
axonal degeneration, those muscle fibers orphaned from their
parent MN, which are no longer part of a functional MU will
atrophy and become non-functional, unless, they are re-
innervated via a nerve sprout from an adjacent intact func-
tional MN axon, resulting in a larger and often slower
MU.14,15 In humans, the loss of muscle fibers seems to be
equal among fast (Type II) and slow (Type I) muscle fiber
types.10,16e18 Conversely, there is evidence in animal models
to suggest that predominately slow type MUs are better pro-
tected from MU loss than fast type MUs.19,20

The number of MNs in old age can be estimated only via
cadaveric studies. Tomlinson and Irving21 provided a thorough
examination of MNs in the human throughout the lifespan.
Using histochemical staining procedures on the lower lumbar
segment of cadavers they estimated the numbers of MNs in
previously healthy individuals, aged 13e95 years. Necessarily,
these studies were cross-sectional in nature, but they found no
evidence of MN loss in the first 7 decades, but beyond the 7th
decade there was clear and increasing evidence of MN loss.
The average MN loss from the 2nd to 10th decade was
approximately 25%, although several people older than 60
years had counts 50% less than those specimens taken in early
adulthood or middle age. These initial observations indicated
that MN loss is not a linear process. Because MU death is
suggested to occur in a die back fashion11 the loss of func-
tioning MUs may precede the death of the MN at the spinal
cord. The number of functional MUs in human muscle can also
be estimated in vivo electrophysiologically using minimally
invasive techniques (e.g., multiple point stimulation,14,22 in-
cremental method,23,24 automated incremental method,25

a combination of electrical stimulation and voluntary con-
tractions, spike triggered averaging,26,27 and decomposition-
enhanced spike triggered averaging12,28e31). For a review of
these techniques see Ref. 32. The basic tenets of all these
electrophysiological techniques for MU number estimates
(MUNEs) involves obtaining two size parameters: (1) the
maximal electrical size of the entire MU pool, as reflected by
the compound muscle action potential (CMAP; or M-wave)
and (2) the electrical size of an individual MU, as reflected by
the surface detected MU potential (S-MUP) (Fig. 1). Accord-
ingly, if one assumes the CMAP represents the electrical size of
all functional MUs, and the S-MUP is the electrical size of an
individual functional MU, the number of functional MUs can
be estimated easily by dividing the CMAP by the average S-
MUP. A caveat to this metric is the derived MU number is not
the “true” number of MUs present in a human limb muscle.
However, this estimate is a reliable measure33e35 of the number
of MUs and it is sensitive to clinical changes of the neuro-
muscular system,31,36,37 as well as age-related decrements in
the number of functioning MUs.12 Considering that it is
impossible to determine the actual number of MUs in living or
deceased humans (i.e., even staining techniques21 are not
without error in staining only a-MNs), estimates and compar-
ison of MU loss have proven useful in understanding age-
related alterations in the neuromuscular system.

For the most part, age-related losses of MUs are consistent
across muscles of the upper and lower limbs, and the reported
age-related loss of MUs ranges from 40% to 60% for most
muscle groups. In the upper limb muscles, age-related re-
ductions in MUNEs have been reported for the biceps bra-
chii26,27,29 and small intrinsic hand muscles.14,22 For lower
limb muscles, age-related declines in MUNEs have been
reported for the extensor digitorum brevis,8,38 tibialis ante-
rior,12,30 and soleus24 muscles. However, Dalton et al.28

reported a non-significant reduction in the number of MUs
of the soleus by the 8th decade, whereas Vandervoort and
McComas24 reported a 70% age-related loss of MUs in the
soleus of men greater than 90 years of age. These two studies
suggest that MU loss and remodelling may be delayed in
a habitually active postural muscle, up to a critical age-related
threshold. They also raise the possibility of a fiber type
dependence of MU loss. Thus, not only the habitual activity
level of the soleus, but also its predominantly slow type
(>85%) muscle fiber composition39 may have helped mitigate
MU loss into old age when compared with results reported for
other limb muscles. These findings of fiber type-dependent
MU loss are also supported by work on animals.19 Results in
humans, however, are inconclusive on fiber type-dependent
MU loss, possibly owing to the more heterogeneous fiber type
distribution39 of human compared with animal muscle.
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Recent work from our group on masters athletes indicate
that high levels of life-long physical activity (PA) has the
potential to mitigate the loss of functional MUs in the tibialis
anterior into the 7th decade of life,30 thus maintaining excit-
able muscle mass (Fig. 2). To provide insight on whether
habitual PA had a local preservation effect (on the exercised
muscles), or a systemic preservation effect, muscles of the
masters athletes not directly loaded during running were also
tested.29 Unlike the tibialis anterior, estimates of the number
of MUs in the biceps brachii of masters runners were
decreased in old age compared with young. These findings
indicate that chronic activation of the MN pool specific to the
muscle action is required for delaying the typical age-related
loss of MUs during healthy adult aging.29 The old adage, “use
it or lose it” appears to hold true for the loss of MUs and
muscle mass based on cross-sectional studies. However, it is
not entirely known whether the number of functional MUs into
very old age (>80 years) is maintained. Preliminary data from
our work on very old world-class masters athletes40 suggest
that MUNEs in male world-class masters athletes are higher
than age-matched controls, but are lower than young controls.
Interestingly, it appears that in this very old group of masters
athletes denervation is not entirely outpacing re-innervation.
More specifically, the surviving MUs in these athletes are
larger (greater S-MUP size) suggesting the process of collat-
eral re-innervation is still contributing to the maintenance of
excitable muscle mass (as indirectly reflected by the larger
size of the CMAP) in very old masters athletes, but it is still
a losing game in that MU loss seems inevitable.

A comprehensive gerontological study of MUNEs to date
was performed by McNeil et al.12 on the tibialis anterior
muscle across three age groups: young (w25 years), old (w65
years) and very old (w80 years), using an age range from 23
Fig. 2. Motor unit number estimates (MUNE) in masters athletes and old men.

MUNE did not differ between masters runners (MR, w65 years) and young

men (Y,w25 years), but were higher in MR than old men (O,w65 years), and

less in O compared with Y. Values are presented as mean � SE. *Significant

difference between MR and O. ySignificant difference between Y and O.

Adapted with permission from Ref. 29.
to 89 years. They found no difference in strength between the
young and old group, however the estimated number of MUs
was reduced in the old. In the very old, there was a significant
loss of strength, and a further reduction in the MUNEs com-
pared with the young and old subjects, supporting that the
functional significance of MU loss may not occur until after
the 7th decade of life. At this point, the extent of MU loss
cannot be adequately compensated for by collateral re-inner-
vation, and the loss of MUs and muscle mass contributes to
strength loss into very old age. The loss of MUs, and its in-
fluence on muscle mass, was quantified in a separate inves-
tigation using MR imaging13 (Fig. 3). Muscle mass of the
tibialis anterior was maintained in the old group, but declined
significantly in the very old subjects. In summary, the age-
related loss of MUs is eventually immutable,41,42 non-
linear,12,21,24 not equal across muscles,28 and influenced by
habitual PA.29,30 Notwithstanding, muscle tissue retains its
plasticity into very old age and thus appropriate resistance
training can reverse some of the atrophy of muscle
fibers.7,43e47

3. Cross-sectional area and muscle fiber composition

As mentioned above, the loss of MUs is one factor, and
perhaps likely a key contributing factor48 to the reduction in
whole muscle cross-sectional area (CSA) associated with adult
aging. The second factor is the atrophy of those remaining
muscle fibers. Lexell et al.48 reported an 18% reduction in
whole muscle CSA and 25% fewer muscle fibers in older
adults compared with young adults. The combined con-
sequence of MU loss and muscle fiber atrophy ultimately leads
to an upwards of a 40% decline in total muscle CSA into very
old age.10 The suggested loss of muscle mass, as reflected by
reductions in total CSA is on the magnitude of 0.5%e0.8%
per year when investigated in cross-sectional studies of older
adults.7 However, this may be an underestimation of the actual
degree of muscle loss. A longitudinal study by Frontera et al.49

found greater CSA loss per year when tracked in the same
subjects over a 12-year period (initial age w65 years) com-
pared to cross-sectional study designs. The loss of muscle
mass was on the magnitude of 1.4% per year. Additionally, the
infiltration of non-contractile tissue into the whole muscle and
muscle compartments increases with age. Depending on the
muscle group, the amount of non-contractile tissue in young is
w2%e5% and in old is w8%e18% of the whole muscle
compartment CSA.50,51 Thus, when estimating the age-related
changes in muscle mass based solely on whole muscle CSA,
or girth measures,52 if the non-contractile tissue that is dis-
persed throughout the muscle is not quantified and subtracted
from the overall CSA, the actual loss of contractile tissue may
be underestimated. Results from studies involving animal
preparations are equivocal regarding fiber type loss.53 Previ-
ously, it was believed there was a preferential loss of Type II
fibers with adult aging.54 However, this is not necessarily the
case for humans where Types II and I muscle fibers are sug-
gested to be affected equally by cell apoptosis,48 although
there is a preferential atrophy (w26%) of Type II compared



Fig. 3. Axial magnetic resonance images of the right leg from a young (30 years), old (65 years), and very old (85 years) man. Note the smaller amount of

infiltration of non-contractile tissue in legs of those 65 years of age but it is not until the very old age (85 years) when a significant overall loss of muscle mass is

evident including more infiltration. Adapted with permission from Ref. 13.
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with Type I fibers.10,55 This combined effect results in
a greater whole muscle Type I:II fiber area.

Investigations using histochemical techniques are useful in
identifying the relative muscle fiber type composition. How-
ever, another factor, perhaps more functionally relevant, which
contributes to the performance of a single muscle fiber is the
myosin heavy chain (MHC) isoform expression. In humans
there are three MHC isoform expressions, Type I, Type IIa,
and Type IIx. Single muscle fibers expressing MHC isoforms
IIa and IIx are associated with 3e9 times stronger, faster, and
more powerful contractile properties, than those single fibers
expressing MHC I isoforms.56e58 With adult aging, the
reduction in proportional area of Type II to Type I muscle
fibers results directly in a relative loss of MHC IIa and IIx
isoform expression, which contributes to weaker, slower, and
less powerful whole muscle contractile properties in older
adults.6,59e61 Interestingly, in older adults, even when matched
for MHC isoform expression61 and normalized to muscle fiber
CSA to account for the reduction in myofibrillar content, there
are nonetheless age-associated impairments in muscle con-
tractile function, known as muscle quality.3,62 The loss of
contractile function, even when normalized to muscle mass,
indicates possible impairments in cross-bridge force genera-
tion kinetics. An age-associated loss of myosin content rela-
tive to muscle fiber CSA consequently results in a decreased
number of actomyosin interactions.61 The loss of myosin
content coupled with a lower percentage of strongly bound
cross-bridges, as measured using electron paramagnetic reso-
nance spectroscopy to determine the fraction of myosin heads
in a strongly bound state (i.e., 32% in young compared to 22%
in old) during contraction,63 contributes to impaired force
production in old age. Additionally, decreased actin sliding
speed as assessed with in vitro motility assays,61 independent
of MHC expression,64,65 is associated with reductions in
maximal shortening velocity in old age. These findings point
to a slowing of the kinetic steps within cross-bridge cycling, or
structural changes to the cross-bridge affecting the excursion
per step cycle contributing to impaired muscle function. The
former being relatively easy to measure, while the latter is
virtually impossible to determine, at least with any accuracy.
Despite the magnitude of indirect evidence on cross-bridge
function, it is currently unknown in older adults which step(s)
in the cross-bridge cycle is/are impaired. However, these
impairments are reflected in reduced whole muscle contractile
performance.

4. Muscle function

A reduction in myofibrillar content, a lower Type II:I fiber
area, a shift in MHC isoform to a predominately slow
type56e58 expression, and molecular changes at the site of
actin-myosin interaction,58,59 all act in unison with declines at
the neural level2 to contribute to the functional declines
associated with aging. This includes reductions in muscle
strength, shortening velocity and ultimately power output.
Natural adult aging results, on average, in a loss of strength of
w1%e1.5% per year after the 6th decade of life.49 When
strength loss is investigated in the same population (46e78
years of age) and compared both cross-sectionally and longi-
tudinally over a 10-year time span, there is an w60% greater
decline in longitudinal versus cross-sectional data,66 high-
lighting the importance of longitudinal studies in geronto-
logical research. Another longitudinal investigation of
w70e80-year-olds indicated that strength loss may be mus-
cle-dependent: greater for the ankle plantar flexors (25%e
30% reduction) compared with the dorsiflexors (4%e10%
reduction).67

Motor units of varying sizes and muscle fiber types con-
tribute to muscle function and strength, but the estimated loss
of MUs in old age may not directly result in immediate and
observable impairments in whole muscle performance. As
shown above, McNeil et al.12 found, despite a loss of MUs,
that strength was maintained into the 7th decade. However into
the 9th decade, there was a precipitous loss of MUs which led
to a loss of muscle mass and associated strength deficits. Even
though changes in various anatomic and physiologic factors
located at the spinal and supraspinal levels have been reported
with age,2 it does not seem likely that voluntary activation is
a limiting factor in the ability of older adults to produce
maximal isometric efforts.68,69 The loss of maximal voluntary
strength in old age can be attributed to structural changes (see
above) rather than an inability to activate fully the contractile
muscle mass, at least in simple movements of individual
joints. Voluntary activation is commonly defined as the level
of voluntary drive to the muscles during an effort.68e70 The
general consensus using a superimposed twitch interpolation
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technique is that well practiced and physically active young
and older adults familiarized with a simple isometric task
appear to be able to activate equally their muscles to usually
more than 95% depending on the muscle group.68,69 However,
the ability to produce this maximal effort during dynamic
contractions is less clear and it is uncertain whether voluntary
activation is maintained and similar between young and old for
dynamic actions.69

5. Velocity-dependent power

At the whole muscle level, older individuals are w15%e
40% slower for voluntary angular contractile velocity at rel-
ative submaximal loads13,71e80 than young subjects. Addi-
tionally, in vivo human studies have consistently reported
estimated maximum contraction velocities of various muscles
to be w30%e40% lower in healthy older adults than
young,76e79 and the majority of studies at the single fiber level
have reported that fibers from old are slower than young for
tests of unloaded shortening velocity.81e85 The age-related
loss of strength and shortening velocity lead to alterations in
the forceevelocity (FeV) relationship, shifting the curve to
the left and downward.86 The leftward shift is owing to the
decrease in contractile velocity at each relative load, and the
loss of strength causes the downward shift. Both force pro-
duction and velocity of shortening are necessary for power
production, and if either of these two factors is impaired,
power production is affected greatly.

Optimal power generation is based on the finely tuned
relationship between force and shortening velocity, and
expressed as the FeV relationship. As velocity increases, less
force can be generated owing to fewer cross-bridge attach-
ments, and a shift of the cross-bridge attachment distribution
function to smaller “x” distances as defined by Huxley.87 Thus
a combination of submaximal forces and velocities is required
to achieve peak power.88,89 Because muscle power is the
product of force and velocity both of which are independently
influenced by aging, the age-related loss of power is greater
than either force or velocity decrements alone.13 Power is
reduced consistently across a range of isovelocity76,78,79,90e94

and isotonic-like actions,13,72e75,95,96 even when normalized
to muscle mass.13 Not only is power reported to be impaired in
older adults for cross-sectional studies, it is also reduced by
10%e35% in longitudinal studies.17,49,67,97,98 Indeed age-
related declines in muscle power are greater and more rapid
than isometric strength alone and it is this variable that can
lead to marked impairments in physical function.99e101

6. Neuromuscular fatigue

Fatigue can be defined as any exercise induced reduction in
the ability to generate force or power regardless of whether or
not the task can be sustained.102 It is commonly accepted that
fatigue can vary between populations103e106 and is dependent
highly upon the task performed.107 Not surprisingly, reports on
age-related fatigability are equivocal. Older adults can expe-
rience less, the same or more fatigue compared with younger
subjects because the level of fatigue depends ultimately upon
the task imposed and the criterion measure.72

Older adults have slower, weaker, and less powerful con-
tracting muscles compared to their younger counterparts13,86

(Fig. 4). However, the slower muscle contractile properties
in old age may be advantageous in the sense that lower levels
of activation are required to reach fused tetanus either during
electrically stimulated108 or voluntary efforts.109 The age-
related slowing of muscle contractile properties, and lower
firing rates provide a strategy whereby older adults can reach
a fused muscle contraction for a given lower firing rate than
young, resulting in old experiencing less fatigue than young
during tasks requiring no joint movement (i.e., isometric)106 or
movement at slow constrained isovelocities.110 This apparent
fatigue resistance is attributed to a lower ATP cost and more
ATP generated through oxidative processes, via a greater Type
I:II muscle composition in old age.111,112 Conversely, during
tasks which require fast movement velocities, the slower
contracting muscles of older adults lead to a greater fatigue
response than young,113,114 especially when the fast move-
ments are performed under velocity-dependent (i.e., isotonic
like) conditions.13,72e75,96 As outlined above, there is a rela-
tionship between the intrinsic slowing of the older adults’
muscle contractile properties and lower MU firing rates lead-
ing to a more “energetically efficient” muscle when tested
during an isometric task, although exceptions have been
reported.115,116 During dynamic actions it is less clear whether
old are more or less fatigable than young, which can be con-
founded by the task-dependent nature of fatigue. For dynamic
contractions, fatigue can be assessed on a dynamometer using
the isokinetic (isovelocity) mode. Isovelocity actions are
characterized by sustaining a constant angular velocity during
the participants’ maximal effort throughout a range of motion,
while the criterion measure is torque production. However, if
the participant cannot match the imposed angular velocity,
perhaps because the speed is beyond the inherent ability or
habitual capability of the neuromuscular system, as is the case
for older adults, this contraction mode may not correctly
reflect a full maximal voluntary torque effort.90 During these
isovelocity tasks, despite shortening velocity being a key
component strongly related to the inherent design properties of
skeletal muscle,89 velocity is constrained artificially (i.e., pre-
set) and changes in power are related directly and limited to
alterations in torque production. Findings are equivocal
regarding age-related fatigue during such isovelocity tasks,
ultimately because the task is not stressing the components of
the aged system which are prone to failure, but rather allowing
for an “energetic advantage” of aged muscle on a relative basis
to be less fatigable.

Moreover, older adults are unequivocally more fatigable
than young for tasks in which the aged system is stressed with
an isotonic load/resistance based on a relative percentage of
their maximal force production capacity (i.e., MVC) and the
shortening muscle action is performed maximally with short-
ening velocity as the criterion measure of fatigability.72e75,96

This paradigm of stressing the aged system is termed veloc-
ity-dependent117 allowing the muscle to function in conditions



Fig. 4. Comparison of angular velocity (A) and velocity-dependent power (B)

at 1 nm and different submaximal loads normalized to a relative percentage of

maximum voluntary contraction (MVC) in young (w25 years; solid line), old

(w65 years; dotted line), and very old (w80 years; dashed line) men for the

ankle dorsiflexors. Values are means � SE. Old men were slower than young

men at all loads but 30% maximal voluntary contraction (MVC) (*p < 0.05).

Very old men were slower than young men at 50% MVC (*p < 0.05) and

slower than both young and old men at all other loads (yp < 0.05). Old men

generated less power than young men at 30%, 40%, and 50% MVC

(*p < 0.05). Very old men generated less power than both young and old men

at 20%, 30%, 40%, and 50% MVC (yp < 0.05). Adapted with permission from

Ref. 13.
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that more closely approximate real world conditions than
isovelocity contractions. Maximal unconstrained shortening
velocity is indeed slower in old76e79 compared with younger
adults. Therefore, as efficiency is related to the speed of
muscle shortening118 older adults, with slower contracting
muscles may experience a greater perturbation in ATP ho-
meostasis during fast velocity-dependent actions, con-
sequently exacerbating their fatigue response and resulting in
a greater reduction in shortening velocity and subsequent ve-
locity-dependent power than young adults. Numerous studies
from our laboratory and others72e75,96 support the notion that
older adults are indeed more fatigable than young when their
neuromuscular system is stressed with fast dynamic uncon-
strained velocity actions.

Age-related fatigability of the knee extensors was inves-
tigated during an isovelocity task relative to the subject’s in-
dividual torque-angular velocity relationship.113 To account
for differences in angular velocity between young and old,
subjects were fatigued at the angular velocity which corre-
sponded to 50% of their maximum isokinetic torque across
a range of angular velocities. The authors found no differences
in fatigability between young and old. More comprehensively,
Dalton et al.73 tested age-related fatigue in the knee extensors
during three dynamic tasks: (1) slow isovelocity, (2) moderate
speed isovelocity, and (3) fast velocity-dependent. The old
were more fatigable than young during the fast velocity-
dependent task compared with the isovelocity tasks, even
when the fatiguing contractions were performed at a similar
power output for both the isovelocity and velocity-dependent
task. For the velocity-dependent task, upon task termination,
the older men had a greater slowing in both twitch time to
peak tension and half-relaxation time than the young. However
for the moderate isovelocity task, there was only a slowing in
half-relaxation time. Thus, the velocity-dependent task resul-
ted in a greater slowing of whole muscle contractile properties
in the older adults, thus contributing to their greater loss of
power and fatigability during fast dynamic actions. Addi-
tionally a significant negative relationship between slowing of
half-relaxation time and power existed for the fast velocity-
dependent task, but not for the slow or moderate isovelocity
tasks. These relationships could indicate that loaded short-
ening velocity, and therefore power, are influenced by similar
fatigue processes as those affecting half-relaxation time, but
remain undetected during isometric and slower isovelocity
actions.119 It appears that, depending on the task performed,
the contributing factors involved in power production may be
dominated by a reduction in torque (i.e., slow isovelocity
task); whereas for other tasks the key factors may relate to the
reduction in shortening velocity. Therefore, when exploring
age-related fatigability, factors relating to shortening velocity
may be of greater importance than torque per se. Perhaps the
isovelocity task employed by Callahan et al.113 was not “fast”
enough to induce significant slowing of the contractile prop-
erties in old compared with young. It would be interesting to
compare young and old across various percentages of their
maximum shortening velocity to elucidate the upper limits of
velocity which evoke the fatigue response found in all ve-
locity-dependent age-related studies. Additionally, the actual
criterion measure chosen to assess fatigue is a key factor when
assessing age-related fatigability (Fig. 5). Following a series of
repeated velocity-dependent fatiguing shortening actions,
when fatigue was assessed using the typical method of iso-
metric strength (i.e., MVC), there did not appear to be a dif-
ference in fatigue between young and old, however when
tested with the criterion measure of angular velocity, older
adults were more fatigable than their younger counterparts.72

Together, these studies highlight the task-dependent nature
of age-related fatigue in addition to the importance of the
criterion measure used to quantify fatigue in older adults.



Fig. 5. Fatigue response of peak power (squares) and isometric maximum voluntary contraction (MVC, bars). *Age-related difference between the old (open) and

young (filled) men ( p < 0.05). yDifference from C 1e20 for peak power and a difference from baseline for MVC ( p < 0.01). C represents dynamic contraction

number. Values are means � SE. Duration between C 25 and C 26 was w15 s and time between C 50 and End MVC was w5 s. Adapted with permission from

Ref. 73.
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7. Contraction type

Not only do muscles pull and shorten, but when an external
load overcomes the tension produced by the muscle, they
lengthen actively. Lengthening muscle actions are a part of
normal daily activity whether landing from a jump or walking
down a flight of stairs. For a given resistance, these contrac-
tions are less energetically demanding, causing less metabolic
perturbation and generally produce greater forces (1.5e2
times) than shortening or isometric contractions.120 Age-
related reductions in muscle contractile capacity are disparate
when considered in terms of contractile mode.7 The seminal
observation of Vandervoort et al.121 suggested that older
women had well-maintained knee extensor eccentric strength
compared with young. This finding was later confirmed in old
mice,122 older men16 and other human muscle groups.123,124

The relative maintenance of eccentric to isometric strength
ratios in old age range from 2% to 48%, and is on average
w20% greater than isometric strength.45 The maintenance of
eccentric strength with adult aging is an interesting phenom-
enon and useful in exploring age-related alterations to the
human neuromuscular system whereby one contraction mode
is relatively maintained whereas others (i.e., isometric and
concentric) show large age-related impairments. Two factors
are potentially responsible for the maintenance of eccentric
strength of older adults: neural and mechanically mediated
mechanisms.45 Neural factors likely include: reduced agonist
and increased antagonist activation during concentric actions
thus reducing the overall net force produced. However older
adults, if well practiced and accustomed with the task have
little problem fully activating their muscles, and antagonist
co-activation is often not altered with aging, at least for iso-
metric tasks.68,116,125,126 Thus, it is highly probable that the
mechanisms behind the relative maintenance of eccentric
strength in old age are likely related to the non-contractile and
structural properties intrinsic to the muscle tissue. An increase
in muscle passive stiffness82,127 in older adults may enhance
resistance during lengthening actions16 and this elevated
passive stiffness could potentially increase the effective
“storage” of elastic energy to generate passive mechanical
work and optimise force production. The greatest support of
an intrinsic muscle property leading to maintained eccentric
strength is the elevated force following a quick active stretch
in single muscle fibers of older adults.128 Elevated force
during lengthening was suggested to be related to an increased
number of weakly bound cross-bridges, with the possibility of
converting to a strongly bound state. As well, instantaneous
stiffness82 was increased following a very quick shortening
step (defined as the ratio between the change in force and
sarcomere length change) in maximally activated single
skinned muscle fibers from old relative to young. This pro-
vides evidence of altered elastic, or structural properties of the
muscle, independent of cross-bridge cycling times being
partly responsible for the maintenance of eccentric strength,
although the precise contributions of the various potential
mechanisms are unknown.

It was also an intriguing question to study how repeated
eccentric loading affected the muscles of older adults. Despite
the maintenance of eccentric strength in old age, neuro-
muscular function in older adults remains more impaired than
young during and following repeated isovelocity114 or veloc-
ity-dependent75 lengthening contractions. Contrary to earlier
reports from animal models,129e131 older adults do not appear
to experience more muscle damage following repetitive
lengthening contractions compared with their younger coun-
terparts perhaps due to differing strain magnitudes and acti-
vation patterns.132 A major contributor to initial force loss
following lengthening contractions is a reduction in the
amount of Ca2þ released from the sarcoplasmic reticulum, and
reduced myofibrillar Ca2þ sensitivity.133,134 Consequently,
lengthening induced impairments, combined with impaired
excitation contraction coupling in old age135 results in even
greater impairments in neuromuscular function in older than
younger adults.75



Fig. 6. Raw data depicting the determination of residual force enhancement

(RFE) in an old adult (77 years). PFE, passive force enhancement; MVC,

maximum voluntary isometric contraction. Adapted with permission from

Ref. 137.
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8. Residual force enhancement

Muscle force production is dependent highly upon prior
contractile history.136 For example, isometric force of an
activated skeletal muscle during a steady-state phase following
stretch is greater than isometric force produced at the same
muscle length prior to stretch.137e139 This intrinsic property of
the skeletal muscle, unaccounted for by the cross-bridge and
sliding filament theories of muscle contraction,140 is termed
residual force enhancement (RFE). Residual force enhance-
ment can last for up to 30 s following stretch,137 although for
most investigations of human electrically stimulated141,142 and
voluntary contractions, RFE dissipates quickly (10 s). Active
and passive structural properties of muscle force generating
and transmitting structures143 contribute to RFE. Active force
enhancement is dependent upon cross-bridge kinetics and is
observed along the entire forceelength (FeL) relationship.143

Proposed mechanisms of active force enhancement are an
increased proportion of strongly bound cross-bridges138 and an
increase in the average force produced by each cross-
bridge.142 Passive force enhancement (PFE) on the other hand
is attributed less to cross-bridge interactions but more to
length-dependent properties of muscle. Passive force
enhancement occurs on the descending limb of the FeL
relationship and is associated with the engagement of passive
viscoelastic elements during and following stretch.143 It is
suggested that PFE may be dependent upon the giant molec-
ular spring titin which spans the sarcomere from Z-disc to M-
line. Furthermore, titin may have the capacity to change its
stiffness in a Ca2þ dependent manner as indicated in experi-
ments showing elevated passive force upon full deactivation of
the muscle.144e146 Most notably, RFE is greater when stretch
is applied on the descending limb (long muscle length) versus
the plateau or ascending limb (short muscle length) of the
FeL relationship owing to the greater contribution of passive
elements.147

Given that force enhancement (i.e., relative maintenance of
eccentric strength) is greater in old age, it is not unreasonable
to speculate that RFE may be greater in older compared with
younger adults. In a recent investigation148 older adults had
similar values for eccentric strength of the ankle dorsiflexors
compared with young. Following stretch, the old group had 2.5
times greater residual force enhancement than the young. As
well, upon relaxation the older adults experienced greater
passive force enhancement than the young, thus, contributing
more to the total residual force enhancement. Additionally,
immediately following the active stretch, old and young fol-
lowed the typical exponential decline in force,147 but more
time was required for the old to reach an isometric steady-state
force level compared to young148,149 (Fig. 6). These findings
suggest that structural viscoelastic mechanisms may have
a disproportionately greater contribution to force enhancement
and RFE in old age. The elevated residual force enhancement
in old age is likely related to mechanical factors rather than
neural influences/limitations. Indeed muscle activity (as
reflected by surface EMG) is often lower during lengthening
contractions,150 however, as reported by Power et al.,148
central activation (agonist; root mean squared EMG ampli-
tude) levels were similar for the reference isometric MVC and
steady-state MVC following stretch in both young and old
men. Antagonist co-activation could be ruled out as this
parameter was not significantly different between young and
old, a common finding for the ankle dorsiflexors. Finally,
voluntary activation as assessed using the interpolated twitch
technique70 was near maximal and was similar for young and
old. Recently these findings were confirmed for the knee ex-
tensors in young and old adults.149 Thus, any confounding
influence of age-related reductions in neuromuscular activa-
tion was avoided in the determination of RFE and the
enhancement in older men likely can be attributed to age-
related alterations within the muscle’s structure. Further
studies of titin’s influence on aged muscle function will be
particularly interesting in this regard.

9. Conclusions and future directions

The age-related loss of MUs is an immutable process.
Reductions in muscle strength and velocity lead to even
greater declines in power than either variable alone. Fur-
thermore, while the slowing of contractile properties may be
advantageous during static or slow dynamic tasks, when the
aged neuromuscular system is stressed with faster uncon-
strained velocity movements, older adults are indeed more
fatigable than young. This modality may more closely repre-
sent day to day normal shortening contractile actions than
other previous paradigms. Despite these apparently negative
consequences of natural adult aging, older adults possess
a unique ability to experience greater force enhancement and
residual force enhancement during and following lengthening
muscle actions. It is also rather auspicious that high levels of
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life-long activity have the potential to mitigate MU loss well
into old age and maintain some levels of neuromuscular
function. It is less clear at this time how fatigue may be
affected by PA or fitness levels. Most studies of fatigue have
explored these features in relatively healthy older adults and
results may not apply to frail elderly populations.
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